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THE CONSUMMATION
By ROBERT CARMODY, H. S. '26
It was as an irresponsible youth
that he first heard the story of the
Messiah. His father, a tax-gatherer,
was little bothered by prophecies, pa-
triarchs, high priests or religious pre-
cepts. His mother, however, was a
strict adherent to the law of Moses,
and to Jewish customs. It was she
who told him of the promised Re-
deemer, and of the signs which were
to precede His coming.
Of the long, expectant years of the
unfruitful past she sorrowfully spoke,
and not unfrequently did she express
the disappointments and eager yearn-
ings of her race for the yet unborn
King.
With the telling of the tale there
sprang up in the impressionable boy's
mind the desire to see the Child God
and to witness the signs which were
to precede His coming.
The time passed and the boy grew
to manhood. His cares increased, and
much of his time was taken up in
the profession in which at an early
age his father had placed him. Still,
underlying the worldly manner which
his constant connections in every day
life had necessarily imparted, there
was that heartfelt longing and ardent
desire for the consummation of his |
whole life—his Savior's arrival.
The great ambition of his exist-
ence was to experience the exultation
which he knew would be his lot if j
he but noticed the appearance of the j
new constellation which was to her- ]
aid the nativity of the Lord of Lords. |
Each night found him scanning the
twinkling canopy of the clear eastern
sky, hoping for a sight of the unique
star, yet fearful of rude disappoint-
ment. Many times a prayer was
whispered to hasten the glorious day.
Still the advent of this blessed mo-
ment was as far off, to his knowl-
edge, as ever.
Middle age found him, and virility
no longer tarried. Fleeting time left
his realization unfulfilled, yet never
dimmed his unquestioning faith. Old
friends, milestones in his life, had all
crumbled to dust, and he was left
alone on an unmarked highway, a
lone watcher for the destined miracle.
His health fast flying, his strength
receding, still he clung to the invig-
orating hope of worshipping at the
cradle of the Godhead. His step be-
came halting, his shoulders stooped,
and he neared the end of his jour-
ney.
One night as he stepped painfully!
from his ramshackle cottage, a bright j
gleam shone into his fading vision, j
as the long awaited light appeared i
in the sky. Following the celestial'
guide, he came that wintry night to
a tiny stable, rn which the Virgin
Mother, accompanied by St. Joseph,
watched over the Infant. The old
patriarch knelt down and adored his
Creator.
It was the happy consummation of
a long life of desire. In a few days
he returned to his old home to die.
with a great happiness filling his soul
and with the assurance of a welcome
from his manger King in Heaven.
Christams Night
Softly falls the gathering twilight
Over the world all cold and white, ]
And the distant church hell's chim-
ing
Rings once more for Christmas 1
night.
Hark! The sweet and distant music 3
Sounds like angels from above,
Singing for our Blessed Savior,
Telling of His wondrous love.
I
Telling how He died to save us,
He who in the manger lay:
Then with love and joy and glad-
ness
Let us greet the Christmas day.
Let the little children listen
At their loving mother's knee,
As she tells the Christ-Child's story—
How He died to make them free.
May all hearts be filled with sun-
shine,
As the bells ring out again
The age-old. gladsome Christmas
paean,
"Peace on earth! Good will to
men!"
—John Paul, H. S. '25.
THY CHILDREN COME
By RAY YOUNG, H. S. '25
Without, the night was cold and
wet; the sleet heat down on a win-
dow of an old shack in the murky
solitude ot an alley in New York's
East Side, and the raw wind whined
unmercifully about the little frame
dwelling. Within, by the light of a
glimmering lamp, could be seen, hud-
dled in a chair by the stove, an old.
round-shouldered man.
There was nothing in John Hamel's
existence but a mere pulsation of de-
sire and satisfaction. He had little
to do with his fellow-beings except
to buy some bread for himself and a
piece of meat for his cat at a near-
by store. "There goes Miser Hamel,"
the people would exclaim, as he went
to make his daily purchase. "They
say he has thousands of dollars, but
he grunts at the price of bread."
It was Christmas Eve. Every year
Hamel attended Midnight Mass at
St. Paul's, and never could it be said
that he missed the Christmas serv-
ices. But tonight his rheumatism
bothered him and he dared not ven-
ture into the storm. Instead he gazed
into the open stove and thought.
"Twenty years and this!" he mut-
tered to himself, and tears glistened
in his eyes. He thought of the days
of long ago; his home, his wife and
his little family. How hard he had
made life for them! How unbearable!
How unhappy! But it did not last
long. He was soon left alone. How-
he hated himself for his very self!
He was startled by a voice at the
door. Who could want him at this
time of night? No, it must be a
noise from the street. Again he heard
it. A muffled cry—like a child's.
He crept toward the door and opened
it. On the step a little boy was cry-
ing.
"Hello! What's this?" growled the
old miser.
"I want mama!" wailed the little
fellow.
"Well, I'm not your mama. What
do you want here?"
"I want my mama!"
Beside the boy lay a basket with
a tag hanging from it. Hamel tore
the tag from it and read: "The land-
lord put us out. Will you keep John-
I ny and the baby warm until I return
at 6 o'clock?"
There was no one there to be re-
fused, so Hamel brought the two
children inside. He chased the cat
from its corner and arranged a bed
for the boy. Soon the infant began
to wail.
"Baby wants some milk," exclaimed
the lad
"I have none," retorted Hamel.e
"Will you go and get some? I'll give
you the money."
"Can I get some candy, too?" was
the answer.
How vividly Hamel remembered the
day when some candy was the next
thing to eternal happiness.
"Yes, get all you want, but be sure
and get the milk."
"I only want a little—some black
ones," assured Johnny. He was back
in a few minutes; the milk was warm
and baby drank and ceased wailing.
"So your name is Johnny," said the
old man. "What is your last name?"
"Nolan," was the answer.
"Nolan!" said Hamel. "That name
sounds familiar. And what is your
mother's name, my boy?"
"I don't know," the lad responded,
looking puzzled. Before going to
sleep, Johnny hung up two stockings,
: one for himself and a wee one for
trie baby.
"Haven't you got a chimney here?"
| ventured the little fellow.
"No," answered Hamel, "but I'll
hang them up on the wall. It's just
j as good."
"But how is Santa Claus going to
get in?"
"Oh, he'll find a. way," returned the
old man. The next morning all was
i excitement. In one corner a small
| fir tree was laden with ornaments
and toys, and candles sputtered and
flickered on every branch. Two
stockings were filled to capacity with
fruit, candy and nuts. Good St.
Nicholas had come last night. John-
ny was overcome with joy. He was
leading his army to victory on a
spotted steed mounted on rockers.
: Waving a toy sword aloft, he lustily
j called the charge. A squirming fox
1 terrier puppy loudly defied the cat
to come from its perch and fight. The
baby was busy with a big bottle of
warm milk. The old miser held his
daughter in his arms.
"I knew you would soften when you
met them." she said.
IT HAPPENED ON
CHRISTMAS EVE
R. J. Marlotte, H. S., '26
It was a white Christmas, al-
though the deep man-made canyons
yawning between the tall structures
of the great city were trodden into
blackish mire. The heights above
were roofed and veiled in snow, while
the old church at the corner, cowled
and cloaked in white, seemed lifting
its cross-crowned spire into the gath-
ering dusk.
Jim Casey turned from his hotel
window to the open fire which had
been kindled at his bidding, and fling-
ing himself into an armchair before
his Christmas hearth, his strong face
became sternly shadowed. Although
in the prime of manhood, he felt
strangely cold and old tonight. He
had been looking out at the world to
j which he had returned as one come
from the dead.
And the return had awakened mem-
ories of long ago, of his dear mother
and father who had long since been
dead: memories, silent and stifled for
years, had risen in fierce and com-
manding force tonight. It was on a
white Christmas such as this, more
than a dozen years ago, that love,
faith and hope had been killed in his
heart. A false friend had led him
away from home and church, and had
snatched him away from all saving
bonds and ties, and had plunged him
into the wild, reckless ways open to
the despairing.
There were years that seemed, as
he looked into the fire tonight, a
blur; years in which he had fought
with wild, untamed nature, with his
rude, untamed fellow-man, and, worse
than all, with his own fierce, un-
tamed self. Again and again in the
struggle he had gone down to defeat.
But there seemed to be one spark of
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TO AN OLI) FRIEND
There is no gift tha.t is more per-
sonal or more appreciated than
Your Portrait.
Call Ell. 2575 for An Appointment
Young & Cogswell
201 Northern Life Building
George W. Rourke
Insurance Agency
Dexter Horton Bldg.
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The yellow Robe
By the Reviewer
On Monday night, December 15th,
Seattle was taken by storm. For a
time the populace of Queen City was
reduced to utter helplessness, so weak
was it. Some were seen to double up
with a queer shaking of their shoul-
ders, others threw back their heads
and gasped for breath, while tears
were seen to course down the cheks
of many a strong man. No, kind
friend, the Yellow Horde did not sweep
in with the deadly electric ray, no
poison gas was loosened on the city.
In three words, it can all be explained.
The Yellow Robe.
The Yellow Robe was a howl and
a scream from the moment the gifted
Murphy read his employers' cards, un-
til the final curtain hid the Thespians
from the hysterical crowd. It is ru-
mored, and the writer repeats this
with great sadness, that the pastor
of St. Joseph's has declared that he
would never allow Seattle College to
stage another comedy in this hall.
When pressed for a reason, the. rev-
erend gentleman pointed to the seats.
The people had laughed so long and
so heartily at the antics of Gerdon
and Malioney and company that they
had torn the handles off the chairs.
The story is about a rich old
Kansas City packer who is trying to
get in with New Year's Four Hundred.
He has three sons- -James, the
youngest member of the family;
Percy an effiminate snob, and
Charlie, the black sheep of the Pack-
inghams. It seems that Charlie has
been celebrating Harvard's football
victory not wisely, but too well, and
besides breaking the usual plate-
glass windows, he and his little
playmates waylaid a gentleman and,
as a joke, Charlie brought him home.
And therein lies a tale. Mr. Pack-
ingham saw the account of his son's
vandalism in the morning paper, but
knew nothing of his kidnaping esca-
pade. Immediately the irate father
told the unfortunate Charles that
he was disinherited, disowned or, to
put it in plain English, he was told
to take the air. Right here Charlie
was seized by an idea (the first that
had ever struck him), and he intro-
duced his kidnaped friend as a
disciple of Theosophy. Packingham
foregave Charles and hired his
friend to use as an opening wedge
to the hitherto indifferent and un-
touchable Four Hundred. The com-
bined threats of Charles and the
pecuniary reimbursement offered by
the father proved to be more than
the Theosophic barber could stand;
but once in, he did his level best to
get out, and his many attempts pro-
vided laugh after laugh. Meanhile
Tom Valentine, an erstwhile Kansas
City friend, is trying to get back into
the good graces of Packingham, but
the old gent forbids him the house.
A night is set for the reception, all
the old society leaders are invited,
and the family get ready to make
their debut.
Shaver and Charles are becoming
desperate, each moment they fear
that a denouncement will come, and
they both stand in awe of the wrath
of the elder Packingham. The night
of the reception arrives. Shaver is
arrayed in his emblem of office, a
gorgeous yellow robe, and then, the
saints be praised, Charles suddenly
discovers that Dinelspeal has for-
gotten to mail the invitations. To
end matters once and for all, they ar-
range for Shaver to pretend to hyp-
notise Packingham, take him out of
his trance, and then tell him that
he not only called off the reception,
but also invited Tom Valentine to
the house.
That is the story of the play, but
I assure you, my poor words can-
not do the Yellow Robe justice.
There are so many funny episodes,
that I could not begin to tell them
all.
Earl Gerdon, as Charles, was all
that could be desired, and then some.
When we consider all the disadvan
tages he was under, we marvel that
he did so well. First of all, Earl
dropped in when LeClair found it
impossible to continue, and second-
ly, he carried the only serious vein
of the story.
Charles Mahoney, as A. Keene
Shaver, had the title role of the
play. This in itself was a daring'
thing to do, giving a character like
that to an inexperienced actor, but
it is a pleasure to say that he jus-
tified the confidence placed in him.
Another character actor has been
uncovered in the person of John L
Murphy. Most of my readers will
remember the capable manner in
which he handled the colored lead
in the Witching Hour. This time
he was an old German servant, get-
ting mixed up in everything, and
getting everything mixed up. When
the audience weren't laughing at his
words, they were laughing at his
actions, so that every time he set
foot on the stage, pandemonium
reigned.
Glenn, just to show his versatility,
gave an interpretation of a typical
New York fob. In the past few
plays he has been a race norse own-
er, tottering old man, fob. That's
a wide enough repertoire for any
actor.
No Seattle College performance
would be complete without the
steadying influence of Henry Ivers,
and. though cast in a small role, he
played it to perfection.
It is actors like John Courtney that
brighten up the life of a dramatic
critic; always doing his best and
casting aside the more becoming per-
sonality of John Courtney for the
crooked Cargan, or the intrepid
Judge Prentice, or the Ministerial
Tweedles as he was in this case.
Jim Packingham, a real American
boy with no pretensions of being
anything else,, was enacted by Carol
Montgomery. Montgomery was new
to the stage, but no one could ever
tell it, as he was easily on a par
with his more experienced brothers.
A pretty, petulant, pouty boy, that
was Phil Mattingly as Percy. With
Carol, this was his debut, and the
comments heard on his work were
not unfavorable.
Another departure for the regular
theatre-goers was the casting of Bob
Gorman as a policeman. But, as
might be expected, he proved that
Seattle College thespians can play
a great variety of characters.
Granville Egan took the role of
the elder Packingham and. as usual,
threw himself into his work.
The Yellow Robe is another brick
in the building of the Seattle Col-
lege Dramatic Club. Year after year
we are patiently building up a name
for ourselves, that will be known the
length of the Coast. We are due
for a great era of prosperity, for a
greater Seattle College, and always
the Dramatic Club will lead the way.
The football team may be short ol
material, the baseball team may
strike a slump, but the Dramatic
Club forges on to its approaching
goal. Those of you who have fol-
lowed their fortunes know that the
writer speaks the truth, and that it
is only a matter of time and adver-
tising.
We have sung the plaudits of the
actors, we have read the virtues of
the play, now let us go behind the
scenes and see what ''makes the
wheels go around." One does not
have to look far. He sees a broad-
shouldered man of middle age, high
forehead, glasses set close to the
eyes. He is of average height and
dressed in black. But the uncanny
part of it is, he seems to possess
that happy faculty of being every-
where at once. Now you see him
prompting in front, and the next mo-
ment he is in the back warning
some waiting player that his en-
trance it at hand. Now he is mov-
ing some scenery, at the same time
giving some advice to one of the i
players. Wherever there is work,
there you will find the director of
the Dramatic Club, and for the most
part we can thank Father Garrigan,
S. J., for the success of the Yellow
Robe. It is he that makes the wheels
go around.
"A candle in a window
Illumines dark without;
An Infant in a manger
Brightens all the world about."
SODALITY ACTIVITIES
By Harry M. Jahn, H. S .'26
The annual reception of new mem-
bers into the Sodality took place this
year, as usual, on the day set apart
by the Church to honor the Virgin
Mother's peculiar attribute: the Im-
maculate Conception.
After Mass and Holy Communion
in the chapel, the aspirants were ad-
mitted under the special protection
of their Heavenly Mother. Very Rev.
Fr. O'Shea, S. J., then gave a short
talk to the sodalists, pointing out the
example of holy purity in the Blessed
Virgin's life and urging those who
have chosen Her as their Patroness,
to follow Her in this virtue.
The feast brought together the two
high school divisions for the first
time of the year. The College branch
was represented by a few intrepid
members, but due to the illness of
their Rev. Prefect, Fr. Sullivan, S. J.,
they seem not as yet to have been
sufficiently organized this y~3
Despite the separation of the Col-
legians from the Senior Sodality, as
the name was understood last year,
the upper high school branch is mov-
ing smoothly under the guidance of
Mr. Dunne, S. J., who succeeds Fr.
Burke as director.
The election of officers, early in
the school year, placed Dan Foley in
the prefect's chair, and gave Harry
Jahn the office of secretary and treas-
urer. The prefect is assisted by Em-
mett Harrington and Francis Dugan.
Meetings are held on Wednesday
afternoons in the chapel, during
which time the Rosary is recited, fol-
lowed by a brief instruction by the
Director.
The Junior Sodality, which is di-
rected by Mr. King, S. J., is con-
ducted with John Lyons as prefect,
and with James Walls and Gerard
Svoy as first and second assistants,
respectively. Thaddeus Parolik is
financial secretary.
It was this branch that was espe-
cially active on the Feast of the Im-
maculate Conception, as most of the
entering Sodalists were to affiliate
with the younger section. This
branch of the Sodality meets every
Tuesday.
The object of the Sodalists, Senior
and Junior, has been to inject into
their everyday lives the spirit of the
Sodality, and by their good example
to keep on an elevated plane the
moral standing of the school. When
this becomes more apparent to the
members, then only will the Sodalists
be achieving their end and spreading
the devotion to the Blessed Mother
of our Saviour.
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Watson's Confectionery
SPECIAL XM AS CANDY
5 LBS., $2.00
Salesman Bud Reaney
THE KING
HAS COME
Year after year the world rejoices,
though, perhaps, it knows not why.
at Christmas time; for then the
King has come. God was born in a Manger and
the hearts of men rejoice at His infallible con-
descension. But the lesson he gives we miss.
He teaches Poverty, Humility and Infinite Char-
ity, but above all. Humility. God knows all. He
knows the value of earthly splendor and mun-
dane glory, and thus He was born in a Manger.
Hail to the King—born in a stable! This is
the message of Christmas.
."The wealth of this world passes away. The
glory of earth is nothing worth while; else why
had I. the King of Kings, come to My subjects
in such abject want. What you have, love not,
but use as the gift of the Most High, for the good
that it may do, knowing that what counts are
the treasures laid up in Heaven. Rejoice for the
message has come: 'What you earn on earth with
toil and trouble, what you lose so easily, means
nothing; but the treasures you gain through Hu-
mility, voluntary Poverty and Charity, are riches
which shall last through Eternity.'"
Hail to the King—devoid of earthly radiance,
brilliant with the glory of infinite virtues and eter-
nal riches!
A CHRISTMAS
GIFT
The season of gifts is upon us.
Cheer, goodwill and tokens of
friendship make this the most
cheerful part of the year. We always remember
those who are dear to us and give to them some
gift that they may know that we care for them.
There is one gift, however, that we can give
"that is worth a million dollars and doesn't cost
a cent," and that is loyalty to our college. With-
out loyalty any school is but a clearing house
of facts and information. It is within the power
of every one of us to give this loyalty to Seattle
College. Help make the College a better and
bigger school; talk Seattle College, sell Seattle
College—don't be ashamed of it. On Christmas
Day this year let all of us resolve to give to our
alma mater every ounce of our strength and then
we can reap the benefits of our gift.
Christmas
The icy god of winter '
§£ Awakening to new birth. I
W Sends swirling snow from above be- j
To bury other Earth.
No sun-kissed flowers linger '
Where they were wont to blow.
O'er hill and dale, o'er mount an.i
W? vale,
w Nothing is seen but snow.
M Bright Christmas trees are gleaming t
In cot and mansion high; I
SL The spirit of Mirth soars over the
gk earth,
For Yuletide now is nigh.
J $
-Norman McKay, '27.
W "Once a Babe was sleeping £
Mid a manger's straw,
Once the Angels keeping
kfo Vigil, full of awe;
Ages since have vanished,
Yet our hearts today I
Sjf Are glad with mirth, because on I
j|Jf earth I
j|| That little Infant lay!"
vsu> Now is the season ' tinsel-strewn an'l <■
wh gay'W Of ribboned gifts and secrets lightly I
told. ...
And now there is one joyous, fleeting
W day ifitl When young hearts beat, rejoicing
Srt with the old, *
While down the ages, gleaming still i
and far, i
Clear through the frosty night shines <
jH? one bright star.
i ji t
..t»L.... Cyy ..t
THE
CHRISTMAS
SPIRIT
The Church has given us the
great Christmas slogan, "Peace
on Earth and Good Will to men,"
a message brought by Angels.
And this is the true spirit of Christmas. All
nature has cast aside the old and is refreshed.
So. too, are we. We forget our own petty trou-
bles and selfish cares. We forget our grudges
and quarrels. We are cheerful and seek, to
spread our cheer to friends and neighbors.
Realizing our own good fortune, we provide
for those less fortunate that they, too, may share
the universal spirit of joy, that the world may
The snirit is admirably suited to the season.
Giving presupposes shopping, and shopping is at
best a wearisome process. But the invigorating
winter atmasphere lightens the task considerably.
A spirit of peace and good will could not long
endure in crowded streets and crowded stores on
sulti.'y summer days. An overabundance of
wcrmth in the heart does not go well with an
overabundance of warmth in the body, and for-
tunately the two need not be joined. In winter,
all nature and our whole environment is so con-
ducive to the spirit of peace which the Babe of
Bethlehem brought into this troubled world, that
entering into that spirit with an open heart, we
most surely will enjoy "A Merry Christmas."
FOOTBALL
NEXT YEAR
What will the College football
team do next year? This is a
question that is frequently heard
on the campus nowadays. It is not as hard to
answer as some may think.
First of all. very few men will be lost to the
squad and, secondly, the team will be there with
the goods, well coached and full of ginger.
The College will travel to Portland sometime
in the middle of November with the express pur-
pose of handing Columbia the short end of the
score, whatever it may be. Mt. Angel College,
which this year lost to Columbia by a 14-6 count
will be seen in Seattle as negotiations are under
way for a home-and-home series with them.
With two big games on tap Seattle College can
look forward with a good team to a banner year
on the gridiron in 1925.
A TRUE
SUCCESS
Our Thanksgiving Day game with
Columbia University was indeed a
triumphant success despite all opin-
ions to the contrary. It is true we lost,
and lost by a large score, but it is by no
means a disgrace to lose to a better team, and
there is great consolation in knowing that you
have done your best, and gone down fighting for
Alma Mater.
But that game was an immense success in
many ways. First of all we accomplished our
purpose, and when the end of any undertaking
is attained that undertaking can well be termed
successful. We advertised our school, and clearly
demonstrated to the public that there is in Se-
attle an institution known as Seattle College.
That after all was the big object of the game,
and we did that little thing to perfection.
Then also many other things were made evi-
dent in this game that would have otherwise
never come to the surface. First of all we found
out that our alumni are behind us to a man. The
wonderful backing that they gave us surpassed
all our expectations, and made the game the big-
gest thing we have done in years. Then, sec-
ondly, the game was witnessed by three thousand
fans which demonstrated to us that we can draw
the crowds, and has given us the courage to
bring other high-class teams to Seattle without
fear of financial loss. That alone is a big thing
for us as it lays the foundation for a brilliant
athletic future.
Then, lastly, as a result of the game we found
that we have enough material in school to de-
velop one of the finest secondary college teams in
the Northwest. The faculty have promised us a
coach next year who has had years of experience
and who will be able to devote his entire time to
the work; negotiations have already been begun
and we can rest assured that he will be with us
by next year. All these developments have been
the direct result of that game, so you can easily
see why we have every reason to call it an im-
mense success.
It is fitting and proper that in this issue of
The Palestra, marking the close of our football
season, we tender our thanks to one who did
much for the team—Coach Earl Reagan.
Taking the team in midseason and having to
follow a system already adopted, he was severely
handicapped in his work. Nevertheless he did a
great deal for us and only for his work we might
well have been beaten by an even larger score.
He received no compensation for his labors,
yet he worked with might and main. He has
received little praise for his work, but he is de-
serving of a great deal.
So we take this occasion in the name of the
faculty and associated student body of Seattle
College to sincerely thank Mr. Reagan for good
work well done.
)t palestra
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- love left in his heart, and that was
? j the love for his mother.
n j With the deadly chill of bitter
3 , memories growing upon his mind,
e ! Casey struck at the great hickory
d 1 log, smouldering in the hearth. The
d j hard bark hissed and sputtered for a
h | moment, then with a cheery crackle
d i burst into flame, and as the shad-
e | owed hearth kindled into light, a
it | sudden strain of music rose from the
■- old church on the corner, the church
d which a few moments ago had seemed
d to be looking out through its dull
n windows, silent and somber, at a
g | world of sorrow and grief,
n I "Adeste Fideles," came the silvery
voices of the choir singing their
e | Christmas chant. Something seemed
y to leap within Casey's heart as he
e listened. The Christmas hymn, his
f dead mother's Christmas hymn, the
[i hymn which his own boyish voice had
[. | swelled as the procession wound its
y i way through the corridors of the old
b College on Christmas night! And in
e the fierce surge of his reawakened
r thoughts, the strong man sat before
his fire shaken as if by an ague.
"Come all ye faithful!"—and at
t that moment the thought rushed
t through his heart, "Was he faithful
s or not?" At least he must go over
3 and say a prayer for his dear mother,
t Flinging himself into his fur-lined
g top coat, Casey went into the night
and headed towards the old church
■, on the corner. Without hesitation
he walked up the steps of the church,
t knelt down before the altar of the
Blessed Mother and prayed, and it
. seemed as he knelt there that a voice
:. called out:
3 "With little feet so feeble, with ten-
der little eyes
3 With baby lips that tremble to utter
baby cries,
3 Unmindful of the angels that crowd
the starry dome,
3 Christ comes to bid you welcome,
thrice welcome to His home."
1 Casey knelt enraptured for a mo-
-3 ment, and then he stole quietly over
i to the confessional. It was not long
before he had made a complete avow-
t al of his offenses, and had joined
the crowds that were receiving their
Maker in his solemn midnight com-
ing. As he knelt in his pew the
choir burst forth again with their
Christmas chant, "Come all ye faith-
ful." Casey listened and the tears
came to his eyes as he thought of
I his dear mother and of his past life.
From now on he was going to be one
of the faithful.
And like one swept from ice-locked
. moorings into an open sea, Casey
went out again into the Christmas
night. Where and how long he
tramped the crowded streets he did
not know, for the ice of the bitter
years was broken indeed now, all the
frozen submerged depths were surg-
ing upwards, foaming, sparkling,
shimmering into rainbow spray. It
was a mother's prayer, a Christmas
grace and a conversion to a better
' life.
THE UNBELIEVER
By JACK HICKMAN, H. S. '25
For many days the longing for the
arrival of Christmas had been tug-
ging at Johnny's heart. On this par-
ticular day anticipation was keen.
It was Christmas Eve. But in John-
ny's mind a doubt formed with the
advancing years; the anticipation felt
this year was not like that of pre-
vious years; it was not the innocent
expectation of a red-coated, rosy-
cheeked. white-bearded Santa Claus,
coming while children slept. No,
Johnny was sophisticated. How dif-
ferent from other years. Then he
would have fought all comers in de-
fense of his belief in Santa. Now
he had been told there was no Santa,
and being at the acquisitive age of
seven he saw an advance in years
in his greater lack of knowledge, and
Johnny was strong on advancement.
Yes, he was almost entirely con-
vinced of the youthful heresy; he
was ready to join the ranks of the
unbelievers.
Then he heard a conversation on
the telephone in the next room.
"He's been pretty good of late."
"Yes, by the porch it will be
easier."
It was his mother speaking—to
whom? Surely, Santy hadn't a tele-
phone—huh! hadn't Jimmy, who was
nine years old, said there wasn't any
Santy? But, then, what if ? It
would take a greater difficulty than
that to stump Johnny; for him to
meet a difficulty was to solve it. He
meant to see for himself. He mused
over various plans. "The back porch
—best way to chimney—l'll see to-
night!"
It was fifteen minutes till midnight.
Mother and Dad were in bed, asleep.
Johnny had been unusually willing to
go to bed, but this strange fact had
passed unnoticed by a busy father and
a busier mother. The clock hands
ticked slowly on to the magic hour,
the house was deathly still, and John-
ny was no longer in bed; he had
dressed himself and crept out to the
upper balcony of the porch. For ten
breathless minutes he crouched in
waiting among the shadows. The
millions of stars twinkled in a firma-
ment unmarred by a vestige of a
cloud; the air was crisp; the cold
beams o£ a far away moon cast bright
reflections on the spotless snow. In-
deed, it was an ideal night for John-
ny's venture.
But, hush!—a sound—was it?—
could it be?—the sound of sleighbells?
It was. Johnny trembled in a spasm
of fear. Would it stop at his house,
or would it go right past because he
had doubted? Johnny wished he had
never listened to Jimmy, who said
there was no Santa Claus. But with
a jingle of bells, the sleigh stopped
right at the back gate; then a huge
figure loomed over the fence against
the dark background of the neighbor-
ing house, and dropped into the yard
amid the shadows. Johnny could
hardly trust his eyes—certainly on
the figure's back lay a bag, resting
on the fur coat, which was worn
by ? Santy! Most probably John-
ny's courage began to fail. Suppose
Santa should see Johnny? Johnny
was taking 110 chances, and before
the figure had reached the back of
the house, Johnny was in bed. Soon
sleep visited his weary eyes and end-
ed his theories as to what Santy
would leave. If we had traced the
footprints in the snow we could see
them on the porch and out again over
the fence, where they ended abruptly,
and the tracks of the sleigh began.
Christmas morning dawned bright
and cheerful. The whole family went
off to church, and when the services
were over, Johnny forced them to
run almost all the way back so that
he could see the Christmas tree. The
front room door was open, and there,
standing in the middle of the floor,
was the largest Christmas tree John-
ny had ever seen, and it was just
laden with toys of all kinds and de-
scriptions. He was wild with joy.
Santa had brought him presents.
Santa? Yes, for who else would come
in a sleigh to bring small boys toys,
and had he not seen and heard the
sleigh with his own eyes and ears.
On this best of all testimony his
doubts were dispelled.
Later. Mother: "You got home
late last night, Eddy."
Cousin Ed.: "Yes. We had a good
ride, though. I brought some greens
with me. I hope I didn't wake
Johnny."
Mother: "No, he slept through it
all."
THE MERRY SEASON
The merry season's coming, folks,
The time of smiles and cheer;
The crisp, sweet air, the joyful
crowds
Say Christmas time is here.
Let the heart pour forth its riches,
Let Kindness open wide
The cells of Wealth and Coldness,
Prosperity and Pride.
The chosen ones of Fortune
With lavish presents call,
But the poor man's smile and greet-
ing
Is the best gift of them all!
Edmund O'Connor, '26.
CHRISTMAS!
By Charles J. MacGregor, H. S., '26
Darkness has lowered lier shadowy
mantle,
Bethlehem sleeps on this first
Christmas eve;
Little it cares for the dear Savior's
coming.
All unprepared its great King to
receive.
Slowly o'er Bethlehem's dim-lighted
pavements,
Mary and Joseph press on through
the night;
Vainly they search for a welcoming
shelter,
Spurned and repulsed in their pit-
iful plight.
Holy Saint Joseph, his rude disap-
pointments
Weighing upon his sore trouble-
tried heart,
Bridles the burro, and he and the
Virgin
Out from the town and its cold-
ness depart.
Patient and hopeful, they wend their
way slowly,
Wistfully seeking a shelter for
rest;
Pausing at last 'neath the glittering
starlight
In a rude stable; there ended the
quest.
There, in a manger, with straw for
a pallet,
Christ, the exemplar of suffering
love,
Lies in the cold, unattended, unno-
ticed,
Save by the eye of His Father
above.
"Glory to God in the highest of
heaven,"
Myriad angels enchantingly sing;
Shepherds from toil in the neighbor-
ing pastures,
Wondering, come and adore the
Child King.
Ages have passed since that first
Christmas morning;
Ages since first 'neath the slumber-
ing sky,
Far on the slope of that chill, barren
hillside,
Jesus, our Saviour, came down from
on high.
Still at each dawn, as it wakes o'er
the mountains,
Heaven's bright chorus in gladsome
array,
Hearing the mystical words at the
altar,
Carol the joys of a new Christmas
day.
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Hit happened on
CHRISTMAS EVE
(Continued from page 2.)
Residence Phones:
J. E., East 7612 Dave, Mel. 6498
McMullen & Co.
COAL AND WOOD
BUILDING MATERIAL
Sewer Pipe, Sand, Gravel, Lime
and Cement
General Blacksniitliing
Office and Bunkers:
460 N. 34th Mel. 0028
COLLEGE NIGHT
Bigger, better than ever before.
That is the object for College Night
this year, which will be held on Jan.
30.
At Seattle College there are, as yet, ;
but few traditions, but the one big
tradition is College Night. It has
been celebrated in one form or an-
other for many years, in fact, for so
many that the start is really forgot-
ten.
College night will see alumni and
former students gathered together on
a common ground discussing the hap-
py days when they labored and toiled
under the protecting influence of Al-
ma Mater. It brings together friends
and classmates of days gone by. who
perhaps have been parted for many
years. Older men with the telling
sprinkle of gray in their locks, and
fresh-faced youngsters will be once
more just plain, interested spectators
at a typical college entertainment.
The committee in charge has al
ready lined up the best performers
to be found, and promises several
live, peppy acts. Such men as Eddie
O'Connor, Bernie Monalian and Tom-
my Glenn will tickle the ribs of the
gathering until the antics of Harold
Lloyd look pitiful in comparison. The
College classes as a whole will fur-
nish the feature act of the evening,
a short, snappy skit under the per-
sonal direction of Pr. Garrigan, S. J.
The fourth and third high will also be
on the program, but as yet have not
announced their method of entertain-
ment. The varsity jazz band, com-
posed of Jay Montgomery, Rorbach,
Le Clair, Scholtes, Fagan. Reaney
and Gerdon. promises to play the lat-
est hits in such a marvelous manner
that there ill be danger of the pillars
of the building shaking loose from
the foundations.
The big evenC of the evening, how-
ever. will be the awarding of sweaters
to the football men. Sixteen men of
the varsity will receive the coveted
prize for their work during the last
season. Members of the Juniors will
also be given their new official block
J's, although Mr. Falvey, S. J., has not
announced the exact number. Next
year's varsity captain will also make
the captain's traditional speech, "I'll
do my best."
Last, but not least, from a physical
standpoint, will be the eats which
will be served to all who attend. The
cider and doughnuts will be furnished
by the first high class, and they
promise some real cider.
College night is being held later
this year, on account of several un-
foreseen circumstances and also to
give those taking part plenty of time
to prepare. And for this reason it
promises to be the best ever.
Let's all get together and make
College Night a howling success not
only literally but actually, because
the more noise the better and the
more Alumni the merrier.
Don't forget. The time is 8:15.
The place, the college auditorium. The
date, Jan. 30. Be there, everybody
A CHRISTMAS LEGEND
By A. R. Ferrendini '28
!
A gray twilight enfolded the town
of Bethlehem. A cold, piercing wind
j swept in fitful gusts through the
J streets and howled dismally around
j the corners, while a biting sleet
lashed in angry protest against the
unyielding walls of the low, flat
houses. A tired-looking man trudged
!in front, leading a small donkey,
j upon which a sad. pale woman rode.
| They paused in front of a tavern, j
i The man knocked at the door. It
opened, and the flickering glow
of the blazing hearth issued forth in
a golden path of welcome; but after
a short talk with the innkeeper the
man turned hopelessly away, and the
door closed behind him. The mellow
welcome of the fire faded and died
away like a mirage on the desert,
leaving the two hopeless and dis-
illusioned, surrounded by the bleak,
foreboding clouds of their own dis
i comfort.
They moved on and paused by an-
other door; again the man knocked
and again they were turned away
and forced onward.
Near the center of the town a
small, crippled youth, hobbling pain-
fully homeward, noticed the strange
group ahead of him, a tired man and
the huddled form of a woman on a
donkey. He saw them stop at a
tavern and saw them leave. He fol-
lowed them and saw them turned
away time after time.
They were nearing the edge of the
town. There were no more taverns
J nor lodging houses, and the man had
stopped. He hobbled over to the
tired wayfarer, and with a timid
hand touched him on the shoulder.
The man turned with a startled ex-
clamation; but his featured relaxed
at the sight of the boy beside him.
The pale, delicate face of the youth,
already lined from long years of suf-
fering, his small twisted legs, and
his soft, innocent little voice dispelled
the fears of the man and roused in
him a feeling of pity. They talked
in low voices for a moment and then
hurried on.
They passed out of the town and
up a gentle slope to a small, weather-
worn stable. Here the crippled youth
left them.
The man helped the woman alight,
and they entered the stable together.
Inside, on his knees, the man prayed;
he had not forgotten the cripple. In
the meantime the youth had hurried
back. In his heart was a mixed feel-
ing of joy and fear. He had helped
the strangers and shown them shelter,
rude shelter, indeed, but the best
he had known, and so was glad. But
he had gone far out of his way. His
home was on the hill, at the other
side of the town. Samuel, the old
shepherd, for whom he worked, would
be angry. He hastened his belated
way homeward.
It was dark by the time he reached
the foot of the opposite hill. The
silvery tinkle of a distant bell drifted
ASK DAD; HE KNOWS
A man of sixty, who had long made
a practice of changing his doctors on
the slightest provocation, called in a
young physician who had gained a
considerable reputation. He was tell-
ing this doctor what he thought was
the trouble with him, when the doctor
ventured to disagree with his diag-
nosis. "I beg your pardon," said the
patient, in a haughty way, "it isn't for
a young physician like you to disagree
with an old and experienced invalid
like me." And he went out to seek
another physician.—The Argonaut.
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Have Your Hair Cut by
Ed and Roy
at the
Auto Barber Shop
1520 BROADWAY
All Styles of Ladies llnir IJohliint;
I']. A. Barthell, Proprietor
BROADWAY HIGH]
SHINING PARLORS
And Hat Cleaning- Shop
819 East Pine East 4968
*
East Mercer
Pharmacy
M. Peres Dix, Prop
15th N. and E. Mercer
Phone East 9636 Seattle
4 «
Meet all the boys at
GEIL'S PHARMACY
18th and Union East 0566
-
THE NEWEST STYLES
OF YOI X<; MEN'S SHIRTS
at
Coast Shirt Shop
Harry Hoffman
102 Pike St. at Corner of Ist
The Best Coffee
At 40c a Lb.
HUGHES
"The Coffee Man"
703 Pine St. Ell. 0592
Ideal
Electric Bakery
BAKERY GOODS OF QUALITY
Cap. 1022 10th Ave. at Miller
MANCA'S CAFE
108 Columbia Street
Between Ist and 2nd
■*
r '
Middleton's Pharmacy
2409 10th Ave. North
DRUGS AT DOWNTOWN PRICES
Prescriptions Our Specialty
Compliments
of a
Friend
E. E. YOUNG
Automobiles
For information or demonstration
PHONE MELROSE 1805
Capitol 3968 G. F. Massart
NORTH BROADWAY
PLUMBING &
HARDWARE CO.
Plumbing and Heating
2402 10th Ave. N. Seattle, Wash.
*
*
"The Pick of the Far East"
GERMINAL
MANILA CIGARS
Awarded "Grand Prize" St. Louis
Exposition 1904
Two Brands:
'Germinal' 'Los Angeles'
Strictly Hand Made
Loug; Filler—Mild and Fragrant
The Los Angeles "Regal" Size is
the "Cigar that Makes the Nickel
Worth a Bit"
The most popular and one of the
l»iëest selling Manila Cigars on
the Pacific Coast
For Sale Everywhere
WOOLLEY & CO.,
Inc.
U. S. Agents and Importers
1113 Third Avenue Seattle
W y
W Christmas W
§ w
g? Greetings m
W from W
| Evoy's |
I Silk |
| World I
W? 1517 Second Avenue W
The Rally on the
College Campus
Is Huge Success
11 The boys gathered around the old
j| camp fire on the eve of Thanksgiving
Day for the most enthusiastic display
of pep the College has ever seen.
The Columbia game was in the offing,
and everyone was present —students
and Alumni both —to show the team
they were behind them to the last
man. Archie Richardson an.d Yell
King Mahoney were there in nice
white pants and dainty sweaters to
lead the festivities.
The huge bonfire in the middle of
the campus was first lighted, and by
its brilliant flames the gang serpen-
tined and yelled until they were gath-
ered around the college steps for the
presentation of the players. Then Pr.
Ryan, one of the College's most dis-
tinguished graduates, gave a rip-
snorting speech of the days of long
ago. In the midst of it, the fire de-
partment arrived to see what the fuss
was about, but Sylvester 0 Donneil
and his magic permit shooed them
away.
Jimmy McAteer, also exhorted the
boys to be up and doing on the mor
i row. Then the festivities, as far as
the College grounds were concerned,
ended with Coach Regan's speech. He-
made no predictions except that the
I team would be there to do its best,
and that it certainly did. Columbia
was better in everything but fight,
and there we had the edge.
After the coach's talk the bunch
piled into some twenty or thirty ma- j
I chines, and the cars were loaded to
, I the limit. The noise on the campus
i had been plenty. Voices were gone
i and sundry individuals, accustomed
to shout their tender messages to the
wide world, contented themselves
with hoarse whispers. Still the noise
on the campus was nothing compared
to the racket that the parade mads
lin their tour of the city. Headed by
Jay Montgomery they set out for the
downtown section to let the world
know that the College was to play
Columbia on the morrow. At least
Seattle heard about it. They sere-
naded the Columbia team, wooing the
gentle god of sleep in the Frye Ho-
tel, and then, after a tour of the "Uni-
versity District to tell the habitues
of the frat houses to be there with
their usual appendages, came back to
the College for a last burst of noise
before their final au revoir.
By then the bonfire was very nearly
a thing of the past, and by its flick-
ering flames the last grand touches
were put on to the College's first pep
rally.
It was enough. For a first attempt,
the infant had made plenty of noise.
With the advent of the years it bids
fair to grow into a lusty youngster
indeed.
Still, it was a good thing for the
school. It increased College spirit
and worked it up to a pitch of enthu-
siasm which it has never touched b=-
fore, but which, from all signs, it will
often excel in the future.
The rally is a thing of the past
and the Columbia game is a not al-
together pleasant memory, still the
memory of the eve of Thanksgiving
Day will long linger with those who,
on it, attended their first pep rally.
Other years are coming and other
years will bring events which will
leave a more entirely pleasant flavor,
when the aftermath shall be more
successful. The rivalry with Colum-
bia will undoubtedly be a long one
and there is every prospect that the
College will hold its own. The team
swears that next year the outcome
of the game will be different, and
that the next rally will precede a
victory.
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|| IFmirth Hiyh ||
Harry's Barber Shop
Open Till 8 P. M. Every Night
431 FIFTEENTH NORTH
• I
￿ ￿
I I
I |
( •
| Jo Oo PIERCE |
! Real Estate
! !
! !
J PHONE EAST 7660 j
]
_
j
t JJ Phone Phone J
• East 0532 East 9622 j
i ;
j MISSION j
PHARMACY
j W. G. HERMANN, PROP.
(901 19th AVE. NO., SEATTLE, WN.I
CORNER EAST ALOHA J
| |
J. P. Reynolds & Co.
42S 15tli AVE. N.
Near Republican St.
DRY GOODS, HOSIERY, NOTIONS
HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS, ETC.
Barber Shop
2406i/ 2 10th Ave. N.
FIRST CLASS WORK
Men's
Plaid Back
Overcoats
New shipment of wonderful plaid-
back coats; splendid materials;
hand-felled collars, hand-made but-
tonholes; smart, warm and com-
fortable. Usually sell for
$35 to $40. Our price
TAILORED READY
COMPANY
PINE ST. AT 4th AVE.
JTricks, Jokes, Puzzles, Old Coins j
J and Stamps j
Edward Flieder J
| 519 Second Avenue ￿
{ Largest Dealer on Pacific Coast
«■
™
-i
WE WANT YOUR SHOES
BROADWAY SHOE
REPAIR COMPANY
1604 Broadway
We Call We Deliver
Phone East 0092
A-l DYE WORKS
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing
Call and Deliver
1006 Miller St. Cap. 2217
Special Xmas Candy
Boxes
QUEEN CITY MARKET
Seattle
Seattle Trunk Factory
M. V. Straus, Manager
Be Sure the Hartmann Red Seal is
on the trunk you buy
SUIT CASES, LEATHER GOODS
90S Second Avenue, Seattle
Opp. Burke Bldg. Eliot 8273.
Seattle Wash.
THE DIXIE INN
Bothell Highway Phone Bothell
1 Sub. 22
Three miles south of Bothell.
Six miles north of Seattle limits.
For the choicest and sweetest
Chicken on Toast, 50c
Salads and Desserts in Season
P. G. Smith O. A. Schwartz
I APPROPRIATE CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR
I EVERYONE AT THE CATHOLIC
I ' SOPPLYHOOSEjjr ' /Ji\ I Prayerbooks
$ Ji I sa^s fy'n S assortment, with scores of titlesS 1 $ty ik f U and Endings, including THE YOUNG MAN'S
# V%yjjfM M 9 GUIDE, and VEST POCKET MANUALS.
f j pi yj Rosariesf- At Iff fjß G°ld chained rosaries, 50c to $50.00. Black
$ I ' WtMSml I rosaries . suitable tor men, 10c to $6.00. Many ,
M other styles, including pearl, all-gold, and all-
( Catholic Books
L Hundreds of choice titles from which to
if select. Isabel Clarke's novels, Father Finn's
|? Stories, and all of the important Catholic 1
a works, new and old. ,
j, Crib Sets fi
f Pleasing gifts for children are these crib
sets, which run from 2 for 5c to $130.00. All 'if 1U in bright colors. j® j
f Medallions [if|
j? Of the Little Flower, Blessed Mother, and f^jll
h several other subjects, in many sizes and J^
| prices.
f Crucifixes and Candlesticks
$ A set of these should be in every Catholic home. Prices range from
j 90c each, up. i
X THE KAUFER CO., Inc.* SEATTLE TACOMA
f 1607 Fourth Ave. Catholic Supply House 749 st. Helen's Ave. i
SPORTS
Seattle College
Defeated by
Columbia
Collegians Put Up Bravo
Fight, But Columbians
Have Too Much Class
The Seattle College eleven was
badly trimmed in an interesting,
though ragged, game of football on
Thanksgiving Day. The fast Port-
landers of Columbia University did
the trick. The Columbia boys came
to Seattle with the enviable record of
eight straight wins and no defeats.
They left Seattle with a better rec-
ord. The "Little Notre Dame" more
than lived up to its reputation, when
it took the Panther into camp, hide
and all, by the wide margin of 33
to 0.
"Clipper" Smith, the Columbia
coach, opened up his bag of tricks
and uncorked a passing attack that |
bewildered the Seattle Panthers. The
College eleven fought, and contested I
every yard, but the flashy Portland-
ers were too strong for the weak de-
fense. Despite the fight the Seattle
team made, it suffered much from
having had a coach for only a few
weeks and showed a lack of training
and experience in fundamentals.
During the first five minutes 01"
play Seattle College played real foot-
ball and looked like an all-star team.
They played open, using the pass to
great advantage, and even showed
some skill at deception, but before
the first period was over it could be
seen that the Panthers were due for
a trouncing.
In the second period the Pomand-
ers began an attack that carried
them into the Seattle camp at will.
They handled the pigskin with a
speed and accuracy that amazed the
spectators and clearly demonstrated
their superiority. With their decep-
tive line plays, as equally deceptive
and accurate forward passing, and
their well protected end runs, the
College could not stop them.
In the third period the fans saw j
a repetition of what happened in the
second, and at the beginning of the j
fourth period the score was 33 to 0.
With the last period of play, the Se- j
attle boys tightened up and played ■
even ball with Columbia men. Sev-
eral times the College Panthers were
in scoring distance when a fumble or
an offside penalty threw them back.
The Columbia squad failed to score
in this period, several bad fumbles
being responsible.
It is hard to name a star in Colum-
bia's backfield, unless it be Murphy,
who was a dependable triple-threat
man. Logan, the fast end for Co-
lumbia, played his usual clever game.
The "Murphy to Logan" forward
passing combination one that is;
hard to beat, and was a large factor ,
in the Thanksgiving Day fracas.
John Paul, the husky fullback,
starred for the College in the back-
field, while Monagle gets the palm
for his great work on the line.
The game, on the whole, was rag-
ged, with many flashes of real foot-
ball. Penalties on both sides were
frequent and somewhat marred the
contest.
It is estimated that 3.000 fans saw
the game. The lineups were as fol-
lows:
Columbia S. C.
Logan (C.) R.E. L.__ Monagle (C.)
Ransabade
_
R.T.L.— Penoza
McFarlane _ _R.G.L Burns
Sweeney C Aucourt
Schulmerich L.G.R. Rock
Cubols L.T.R. __ Conklin
Lawler- L. E. R. Mattingly
Vaughan ___ - Q.R.-_ Glenn
Geenty L.H.L McLoughlin
Murphy R.H Paul
Martin F. O'Neil
COLLEGIANS WALLOP SOUTH
PARK IN EXCITING GAME
j 1
On Sunday, Nov. 16, the Panthers, [ ]
with newly sharpened claws, jour-1
tieyed to the wilds of South Park to .
meet on the gory gridiron the South
Park Athletic Club. The place of
the meeting was on Paul's Play-
ground. a way station on the Seattle-
Tacoma road.
However, apart from all this, the
outstanding feature of the game was
that we decisively defeated them by
a score of 14-6. The College took the
receiving end of the kickoff and on
the first play Egan caught a 35-yard
pass which would have gone for a
touchdown had not the slippery field
run away from his feet. When South
Park finally got the ball they worked
the same pass and their agile end
slid the necessary 70 yards for a
touchdown. They failed to convert
the try-for-point and the score stood
6-0 in favor of South Park. This
ended the scoring for the first quar-
ter, also for the first half. For the
Panthers, Ivers started at quarter-
back, but on account of a pair of in-
jured ankles, retired soon in favor of
Ross Beezer. Though the team was
holding back the heavier line of South
Park fairly well in the first half they
were becoming demoralized by the
loss of players. On every punt some
one of the Collegians had to be tak-
en out of the game.
In the third quarter, O'Neill, who
had been training for the occasion
on hot dogs at the co-operative
store, went in at quarterback and
gave an exhibition of how football
should be played. The morale of the
team at once increased 100 per cent
and they opened up a bewildering at-
tack on the fast tiring South Parkers.
The Glenn to O'Neill pass was work-
ing well and near the end of the
third quarter Paul was plunging
through the line at will. When the
whistle blew at the end of the third
stanza the ball was perched on South
Park's 3-yard line and the College
had three downs to put it over. When
the interest was highest Old Man
Hard Luck stepped in and a fumble
on the third down was recovered by
the enemy. But the A. C.'s did not
have the spark to clear their goal
line and the ball went to the Col-
lege in a couple of plays. Taking no
more chances than Steve Brodie,
[ "Wild Man" O'Neill passed to- Mat-
tingly, who made a running catch
that brought him over the goal line.
Paul booted the pigskin over the bar
and onto the neighboring car tracks
for good measure. Another seven
points were added when Glenn inter-
] cepted a pass and sifted through for
a touchdown.
This was probably the best game
of the year for the College, for it
brought out all the latent strength on
j the team. Also, it was of the highest
importance to win, with lite Columbia
I game but a short time away.
I
Lineups:
So. Park Position S. C.
Roggencamp _ L.E Egan
Hanson L.T — Penoza
Prater L.G Rock
Davis Center Aucort
C. Noblock -R.G Monagle
Martin _ ___ _R.T . Burns
McGee R Mattingly
Dylewd Q.B Ivers
Ross - L.H Glenn
Smith —R H Haughian
Ulrich P.B Paul
Substitutions: South Park—Harris
for Prater; Prater for Harris; A. No-
block for Martin; Martin for Noblock.
Seattle College—Beezer for Ivers;
O'Neil for Beezer; Christoph for Mon-
agle; Patten for Christoph: Murphy
for Burns.
John was the man who
showed the greatest power in
the Thanksgiving Day game.
Through his plunging he kept
the College in a scoring posi-
tion several times; in the last
quarter he plunged the length
of the field, only to lose his
chance for a touchdown through
a penalty.
John Goes Through Columbia
John Paul
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Compliments
of
A Friend
SPORT SPOTLIGHT
There is no use offering alibis for
the Columbia game. We were defeat-
ed by a powerful team and yet in
spite of the lopsided score the Col-
legians showed power at the start
and finish of the game. If we had
scored a touchdown in that first rush
the result might have been different,
but when the going was tough, the
superior coaching of the Columbia
team began to show.
In the South Park tussle the team
was at its best. Several new stars
were discovered and the right man
for the quarterback job was found in
the person of "Hash" O'Neill. They
showed the determination and punch
of a good football machine in that
game, but much of this was lost
against the Portland aggregation
Paul loomed up as the star in the
big game of the season. In the last
quarter he showed the Columbia boys
that there is more than one way to
make yardage by going around, over
and through them for substantial
gains.
Joe Penoza, the sly fox, also played
a good game. Playing at tackle,
Joe was on the receiving end of a
pass from Glenn. Showing his re- j
sourcefulness in a pinch, Joe quick-
ly disguised himself as Mattingly and
lined up at end, thus fooling the ea-
gle-eyed officials.
For one thing, we certainly had
the advantage in the kicking depart
ment. Phil Mattingly out-punted the !
Columbia kicker by a good margin 1
In the third quarter, however, they
were breaking in and the kicking was
not so good.
Anyway, we have a good chance to
defeat our rival in the hoop game.
With the exception of Logan and
Stelte, we have last year's squad
back. Glenn and McKay will give
the opposition plenty to worry about 1
and with Ferrindini captaining the
team and playing center we will have !
an unbeatable combination.
Doyle is proving to be one of the
best prospects of the hoop squad.
He has an accurate shooting eye
and his floor work will make him a
formidable man.
O'Connor and Egan are likely can-
didates for the guard positions, their
weight contributing to the balance of
a five-man defense. O'Connor has
been playing on the Junior K. of C.
team and so has been getting into
mid-season form in advance of the
rest of the squad.
George Stuntz, the athletic manag-
er, has lined up a strong schedule
for the team, and if they can get over
the big game of the season it will be
a great tribute to Mr. Dunne, S. J.,
who is coaching the team for the
third consecutive season.
Basketball Schedule
Who Where When
J Alumni __K. of C. Gym Deo. 20 |
! U. of W. Frosh K. of C. Gym _ Jan. 10 j
j Open
j U. of W. Supervarsity Washington __ Jan. 24 II Cheney Normal _ K. of C. Gym. _ Jan 31 !
! Columbia "U" K. of C. Gym Feb. 7
j Columbia "U" Portland Feb. 13 I
t Mt. Angel College Mt. Angel Feb. 14 |
! Spokane College K. of C. Gym Feb. 21 j
j Mt. Angel College K. of C. Gym Feb. 28 j
Basketball Prospects
By George R. Stuntz
Every college enjoys being success-
ful in athletics and Seattle College
is no exception to the rule. And this
season we are assured of this suc-
cess in the form of another cham-
pion basketball team.
True Egan is out on account of a
football injury, Louie Stelte and Jim
Logan are not in school and Billy
Kendall has passed to the great be-
yond, but nevertheless the team,
while not as strong as last year,
will be there with the goods when j
the season starts.
In Captain Ferrandini we have the
best center in the city, bar none.
Ralph has had two years of varsity ex-
perience under Mr. Dunne, S. J., and !
knows the coach's system from i
oats to alpha. The captain stands !
over six feet and can outjump the I
ordinary tipoff man, and when the
baskets are needed, "Speed" is al-
ways on hand. One of the most
brilliant features of his play is his
teamwork, at which he is an expert.
Jerry Haughian, football halfback
and last year junior basketball star,
is also a very capable center and
will be a valuable understudy to the
captain,
Last year's captain, Glenn, will be
stationed in forward position No. 1,
ready at all times to chalk up his
quota of points and to play his
usual fast floor work. Tom is an
old head at the game and, in the
language of the hoi polloi, "knows his
onions."
"Lizzie" Doyle played away back
in 1921-22 on the College Varsity
and is the most likely candidate for
the position left vacant by Jimmy
Logan. "Dizzy" is another expe-
rienced lioopster, having trained un-
der Graves of Washington and Stan
Riddle of the local K. of C. Last
season Doyle was a consistent point
getter for the Casey Juniors.
Tony Hein, "Hash" O'Niel. Carroll
Montgomery, Masil Hurley and Ber-
ard as forwards, who are also being
watched closely by the coach.
Eddie O'Connor, of last year's
squad, and Norm McKay, former
partner of Louie Stelte, seem to have
the inside track to the guard posi-
tion, although they are being closely
pressed by such men as Malone,
Monagle, captain and end on the
football team; Gorman, Burns and
Beezer, also football players, who
hope to find further glory on the
gym floor.
With a hard schedule ahead of
them, the team, although having sev-
eral yet untried men on the squad,
will, according to Mr. Dunne, give
a good account of themselves and
hope to start the season like a
million dollars by swamping the all-
star Alumni aggregation on Saturday,
December 20.
The Alumni are expected to line
up with Capt. Jim Carmody at cen-
ter, Jim Logan and "Babe" McAteer
at forwards, Louie Stelte and the
mighty Tom Duffy at guards. It
will be remembered that this same
Tom Duffy beat the College almost
single-handed last year, when the
college lost the first game to Wil-
son's Business College. All in all,
it looks like a battle, but Captain
Ferrandini is quoted as saying that
he is not going to go down to the
K. of C. on December 20 to lose, so
you can judge for yourself how the
first game will come out.
Juniors Trim St.
Leo's in Big Game
For the Youngsters
By decisively trouncing the strong
St. Leo's football team of Tacoma the
Seattle College Juniors avenged their
previous defeat at the hands of the
same team, and transformed a medi-
ocre season into a glorious success.
The score, 6-0, bespeaks little of the
energetic gameness of the Juniors and
tells nothing of the splendid fighting
and wonderful teamwork that so fea-
tured the contest. These last men-
tioned qualities have apparently been
lacking, except in spots, throughout
the season, but their play on Thanks-
giving Day was such a decided im-
provement over that of previous en-
counters that all less fortunate at-
tempts should be forgotten. And it
can easily be said that their victory
was earned by brilliant teamwork,
and not by individual effort on the
part of anyone, although the only
score of the game was the result of
Gordon Wayne's beautiful 40-yard
run through a broken field for a
touchdown.
The Juniors were prepared for that
game as they were never prepared
before. Not a one but believed that a
defeat was in store for St. Leo's, not-
withstanding the discouraging score
of their previous battle, 21-0, Deter-
mination was to be the keynote of at-
tack, and determination it was that
won them the game in the opening
minutes of play.
Tne Juniors received the kickoff
and followed with a short drive,
but McCarron soon punted deep into
foreign territory. McCarron was in-
jured, but this only served to urge on
the Collegians to a desperate attack.
St. Leo's was soon forced to return
a punt, after a fruitless effort to pene-
trate the desperate defense of the
Juniors.
Here Gordon Wayne executed the
most spectacular run of the day. Re-
ceiving the kick near the side of the
field on the 40-yard line, and getting
a start with the aid of quick inter-
ference, he at once began reeling off
yardage. Already a handful of tackles
were surging in on him, but by clever
stiff arming he downed two, deftly
shook off a third, and' the remaining
man between him and the goal line
was beautifully evaded.
St. Leo's, however, had not the
slightest intention of being defeated,
and they launched a vigorous drive
that was only halted on the 15-yard
line.
The Juniors now resorted to a des-
perate defensive game that never
would submit to defeat. The quick
kick proved the factor that several
times tricked, and even disheartened
St. Leo's. Pierce, from deceptive for-
mations, shot three of these kicks for
over the head of St. Leo's safety man.
The timer's gun stopped a desperate
i St. Leo's rally at the end of the first
half, with both teams battling fu-
riously on the three-yard line.
St. Leo's began once more at the
end of the second half, and made a
' long march up the field by a fine pass-
ing attack, interspersed with several
fruitful end runs. But the report of
the timer's gun halted its completion
and St. Leo's last chance had with-
ered. The victory of the Juniors was
earned by real fight and sheer de-
termination, and not by any degree
of superior football ability. The
tiresome journey from Tacoma was
bad for St. Leo's, and it can be
truly said that they did not perform
in as capable fashion as they did
when they first met and conquered
the Juniors.
Besides Wayne's beautiful run and
Pierce's clever kicking, the work of
the ends, Shorrock and Schmitt, was
very brilliant, they being down on
every punt and preventing lengthy re-
turns. Shorrock especially played a
line game. Flajole and Pigott though
in but a short time, performed in
stellar fashion. The former's tack-
ling was a bright spot in the contest,
while the latter recovered a valuable
fumble and plunged in faultless
fashion.
For St. Leo's quarterback, Smythe
again carried off top honors for his
team, running the ends in beautiful
manner, besides bothering the Jun-
iors with his pass plays.
Throughout the season there have
been those who, because of their po-
sitions, never receive the praise or
merit that they deserve, but who are
worthy of these things more than
anyone else. O'Brien, fullback, "Tub-
by" Meade, center, and Kozlowski,
guard, have all played steadily in
every game, and have had a great
(Continued on page 8)
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OMAR'S
OASIS
Hope Santa Claus treats you right!
Our old friend Ichabod Connell.
being massive as to the heart, is
giving his services free gratis to the
C. S. B. A. He's playing the part of
joeial St. Nick to the orphans of des-
titute brethren who couldn't control
the rambling cubes. Here's hoping
you don't fall down on the job, Icky.
Murphy informs us that Christmas
will fall on the 25th of December
this year, and incidentally Frank
Conklin, the suburban Adonis, whis-
pers that the good folks of Renton
are thinking seriously of pulling off
their good cheer festivities on the
same day. The two wise-cracking
rascals!
AN ECHO FROM THE CO-OP
STORE
What for thou?
A glass of cow,
A bow-wow,
Enow.
I
BEDTIME STORY
"We ran out of gas, dad, coming
back from the dance, and had to
walk five miles or more before we
found a gas station."
A LEAF FROM THE PAST
Back in the good old days when
Seattle College held its daily "inquis :
itions" at the corner of Broadway and ;
Madison, two of its stalwart sons. !
Vance Moriarty and Johnny White,
had occasion to quarrel over marbles |
This happened during the short pants
era. Vance, the fightin' Celt, rose up
in anger on this memorable day, to
smote the unfortunate Johnny with
his rugged fist of (nuxated) iron.
White, who was the smaller of the
two, figured that "Dispersion was the
better than half-part of valor," so he
started to run. The mighty Vance
plodded after him with giant strides.
Johnny saw that running was of no
use after all, so in despair he turned
and confronted the fairy-footed Mor-
iarty.
As Caesar has it, "the two kids put
on a lively exhibition of the manly
art, slaying several of athe Helvetii
(spectators) in the combat." But alas
and alack, when the smoke of battle
cleared, Vance, "The Mighty Son of
Mars." "The Raging Lion," lay on the
ground, vanquished, and he who ran
away lived on to fight some other
jay.
LATEST SONG HITS
"I Ain't Gonna Reign No more."—
By Bill Hohenzollern.
"How Can You Do Me Like You
Do?"—By A. Sucker.
"What'll I do?"—By Football Play-
ers' Chorus.
Monahan, the Mad Magician, is
practicing up his tricks for College
Night. On that evening he will un-
dertake to turn Patten into a don-
key and will also perform a few dif-
ficult feats for his audience.
CRACKS FROM ANOTHER WORLD
' Moses (speaking to our late Presi-
dent Wilson): "You didn't have
much success with your fourteen
points while you were President, did
you, Woodrow?"
i Wilson: "Well, Moses, I notice
you didn't make such an all-fired
splurge with your ten commandments,
either."
i
The secret is out! Murphy, the
darned old cuss, is an addict of Es-
thetic Dancing. Wasn't he graceful
in the "Yellow Robe?"
MURPHY'S MENU
(for Chrisctmas)
Salad
Potato
Soup
Potato
Entrees
Baked Potatoes
French Fried Potatoes
Boiled Potatoes
Dessert: Saratoga Chips
THE WORLD'S FIRST JOKE
The Serpent: "Why don't you eat
some of those apples on that tree?"
Eve: "I'll bite."
"Good Night!"
This is O. O. Ringing off.
WHAT THE ALUMNI
THINK
December 1, 1924.
Mr. Howard Le Clair,
Seattle College,
Seattle, Wash.
Dear Sir:
Enclosed please find my personal
j check to cover two tickets tor the
Columbia-Seattle Collsge game. 1
am indeed pleased to do my bit for
the College.
I also desire to compliment the
College upon staging the Columbia
game and the excellent college spirit
displayed. The result, while not so
good from the point of victory,
showed that the boys out there have
the proper fighting spirit and the loss
of the game was more due to the
fact that Columbia was a more ex-
perienced, trained and coached eleven
than yours and the boys should not
feel discouraged. Comparative scores
will show that Seattle College did
well.
Widening out the participation of
College athletics is undoubtedly a
good advertisement for the College
and I hope the Columbia game was
only a beginning of a new era in Se-
attle College activity which will bring
the School to a closer relationship
with the Seattle public. Clean sports,
while not embracing a great deal
of theology or other educational sub-
jects, are necessary to the modern
school and add much to its develop-
ment by attracting students and pub-
lic acquaintanceship. Show me a
good, clean athlete, and I'll point you
out a good student; the two work to-
gether.
Again complimenting my Alma Ma-
ter, I am,
Yours sincerely,
A. E. PRICKETT.
* * *
This is typical of several letters
sent by alumni after the Columbia
game. We thank them and we will
do what we can to fulfill their good
wishes.
CRUSADE ACTIVITIES
The S. C. Mission unit has com-
pleted four months of successful
Crusade work. Prominent mission-
aries have addressed the meetings.
Messrs. Courtney, Booth, Groseclose,
Richardson and Heney conducted a
Crusader cruise through Seattle. Sev-
ral thousand valuable stamps have
been collected. A reading circle of
missionary magazines has been held.
Mite boxes have been distributed
throughout the diocese.
The director, Mr. Flynn, S. J., prom-
ises greater achievements for the next
semester. Several illustrated lectures
have been scheduled. Veteran mis-
sionary speakers, who are on the
way to the Orient, will be asked to
portray mission life for the benefit
of Seattleites. Prom the students
themselves will be expected lectures
and donations for the benefit of the
Crusade. A mission drive will be
staged during the Lenten season. Re-
member! Sweets, sodas, shows sacri-
ficed save souls!
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J Students! i
j 20% Reduction |
For Christmas
I SWEATERS |
! OCTONEK !
! KNITTING CO. i
1501 UNION STREET {Corner Fifth Avenue jClass Sweaters Made to Order j
LOCATED AT THE COLMAN DOCK
ENTRANCE, SEATTLE
Have You Been There?
lifts antique or gifts unique
Or gifts both rich and rare,
The gift that's fine or the gift divine,
You'll always find them there.
The novel thing and the antique ring
And the rug of rare design,
fine old blade and vase and jade,
With the rich rare jewels shine.
The spinning wheel and the cotton
reel
And the rare old cloisonne,
The candlestick with it's snuffer
slick,
And the Indian blanket gay.
Alaska's mystic Totem Poles
And shells from the seven seas,
Indian baskets of wondrous design
And a thousand things one sees.
The ivory beads and the rare queer
seeds,
With freaks from the mountain top,
"ame dresed up fleas, and some bugs
cne sees
- v
? 013 c Curiosity Shop.
t
"For Lad and Dad"
/ fNj (/ j) Pants, $4.95
I iff I j I Pants Store Co.
1/ U 1331 Third Ave -
CHAS. J. SEXTON
OPTOMETRIST
Eversole Optical
1404 3rd Ave. Seattle, Wash.
1 r
j Lakeview Grocery j
• Proprietor, John Matson j
7C3 34th Ave. East 0512}
I t
t i
Fine Selection of Genuine Roller
Canaries for Christmas Gifts
/
MISS SCANLON
1117 31st Ave. East 5055
*
Get a Schol-Wil Cap
and Be in Style
A Natty Christmas Gift
ATTENTION, BOYS!
Get Your Wales Gray and Blue
Beauties Cordorip at
L. L. Smith
McDermott Bldg., Cor. 4th & Pine
Upstairs Special Price, $5.25
*
Merry Christmas to the
Faculty and Students
Bellevue Dye Works
Cap. 0756 10th and Miller
FATHER TABB'S HUMOR
In "Father Tabb," a biography by
his niece, Jennie Master Tabb, we
are given some intimate glimpses of
the priest poet's human and personal
side. An anecdote told in the book
concerns the visit to Baltimore of the
late Bishop Foley, of Detroit, Mich.,
and Cardinal Gibbons. Father Tabb
invited the two prelates to dinner
thus:
"Dear Cardinal Gibbons,
With all your red ribbons,
Pray lend us the light of your face;
And bring with you Holy
John Michigan Foley
(Who hopes some day to be in your
place)."
Born an Episcopalian, Father Tabb
became a convert to the Church and
was ordained to the priesthood by
Cardinal Gibbons, a close friend. It
is said that some years later, when
his sight was almost gone. Father
Tabb asked the Cardinal for further
spiritual favors, suggesting that he
should be given a new "See."
"Who's that guy you just spoke
to?" queried the sweet young gum-
chewing thing to her chum. "That?"
replied the chum, "why, he's a news-
paper man." "And who's the guy
with him?" asked the gum-chewer.
"That?" said the other, as she glanced
over her shoulder, "Oh, he's broke,
too."
Maude: "Generally speaking, wom-
en are "
Nasty Man (interrupting): "Yes,
they are."
"Are what?"
"Generally speaking."
ATHLETIC BOARD
FORMED
Very Rev. Fr. President has just an-
nounced the formation of an athletic
board at the College. The board, ac-
cording to the new order, will be com-
posed of the faculty moderator of
athletics, ex officio chairman; the
head coach, the junior coach, the
president of the student body and the
athletic manager as student represen-
tatives.
The duties of the new board will
be to watch over athletics, both var-
sity and junior, and to make laws
for their benefit in general. It will
rule on all disputes over the award-
ing of athletic prizes and letters and
see to it that former laws are car-
ried out.
An athletic board will do much for
the betterment of sports at the Col-
lege, as it will centralize the power
that has been scattered in many
places. Any dispute that comes up
in the future will be settled in such
a way that full justice is done and
everyone will be treated alike and
under terms of perfect equality.
Athletic boards are the fashion in
all schools that look to the future,
and, with capable and cool men on
them, will bring Seattle College to the
front in all things athletic.
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Go Eo Warmer
Jeweler Optometrist
We are always striving to give our
customers better values and service
"or their money. It is along these
r.r.es we hope to prosper.
.7 University Way
Jones Thurlow Co.
GROCERIES
Phone East 0378 14th & E. Pine
ELiot 2212
W. W. CONNER &
COMPANY
SURETY BONDS
Automobile, Burglary, Liability and
General Fire Insurance
945 DEXTER HORTON BLDG.
SEATTLE
I V
|e. W. O'Keefe
I 610 First Avenue
|
j CIGARS, CANDIES and
j SMOKERS' ARTICLES |
I
J Home of the "Cuesta Rey" j
Clear Havana Cigar
I
_
|
VIOLIN
INSTRUCTION
given by member of Coliseum
and Symphony Orchestras
Will Furnish Instrument
Individual Lessons Only
m
DIEGO DITTRICH
408 Eastlake Ave. Ph. Cap. 2153
This ad good for $1 in trade if ap-
plied on work amounting to $3.50
cr over.
Cleaning Phone fiCI 1
Dyeing East I/O 1 I
Repai ring
Alterations
GLOBE TAILORS
SUITS MADE TO ORDER
Work Called for and Delivered.
1111 East Pike St.
1111 Wash.
|
———————————
J SEATTLE ART CO. i
14® Third Avenue !
t
t Pictures and Picture Framing
Plaque Materials Artists' Supplies
t Phone Main 0731 I
( I
r I
I TYPEWRITERS
!
"ALL MAKES" }
[ j
I Bought Sold Rented Repaired and Exchanged (
!
J We believe that business goes where it is invited—and that it abides j
I where it is well treated. J
I !TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE !
!
1016 SECOND AVE. MAIN 2793 {
! I
»
FRANK PEKMI |
TAILOR
I
t
307 American Bank Bldg. j
_
i
w s?w _ w
| Compliments |w w
»
ot w
| Collins! Pros. |
|| 911 East Pine St. ||
| & jllerrp Cfjristmas |
I % 21appp ißteto Hear |
If To the Faculty and Students of %
M Seattle College H
from
I . *
M Third High A ||
| M
down to him. He remembered then
with a sudden sinking of the heart
that the flock was still free on the
hillside. Samuel was perhaps takin-?
them in now himself, he thought, he
must go and help his employer. He
shuffled up the hill. Yes, Samuel was
there. Someone else was with him,
too. It was probably his old friend
from the other side of the hill. He
continued his way towards them; as
he walked, it grew lighter, a soft, pale
light flooded the landscape. It was
clearing up, he thought. The moon
seemed uncommonly bright. He
looked up. The moon appeared for an
instant and then vanished behind the
scurrying clouds; but the light re-
mained. What a pretty light it was!
As he watched, it became stronger;
bright beams pierced the clouds, and
descended in long shafts to the earth.
Suddenly he heard the low strains of
faint, far away music, and the
strange, sweet sound of mysterious
voices. They grew louder and near-
er. Then in a dazzling flood of light,
the clouds burst apart and the glo-
rious figure of an angel appeared
followed by a great band of the im-
mortal spirits of Heaven. The crip-
ple watched in amazement. An over-
whelming fear gripped his heart. He
turned in awe, and staggering blind-
ly, fell to the ground. Then the an-
gel spoke and his fear vanished.
He heard as in a trance the strange
words of the celestial messenger:
"This day is born to you a Savior,
who is Christ, the Lord, in the city
of David; and this shall be a sign
unto you: You shall find the Infant
wrapped in swaddling clothes and
laid in a manger."
After giving the message the angel
band vanished. The clouds closed to-
gether, and the gloom of night con-
tinued again its interrupted reign.
The cripple rose slowly. His thoughts
were scattered. Had anything really
happened or had he been dreaming?
He glanced wonderingly up at the
sky. There was nothing, nothing but
darkness and the clouded heavens
Yes, it must have been a dream. Yet
how strange and realistic it seemed!
The haunting music, the glorious vi-
sion and the clear, sweet voice of the
angel. The mystic words still rang
in his ear. He remembered the chant
of the multitude as they vanished;
"Glory to God in the Highest, and
peace on earth to men of good willl!"
His mind wandered back to the an-
gel's message: "This day is born to
you a Savior Who is Christ the Lord;
you shall find the Infant in a man-
ger." This last phrase seemed fa-
miliar. It raced through his head in
a ridiculous rhyme. "Manger, stable,
stranger. Manger, stable, stranger."
He could not forget it. The more he
tried, the louder it shouted in his
brain. Why should these words bs
so queerly connected? A manger
would be in a stable, but the stran-
ger—? Then it came to him—the
strangers he had seen in the town,
and led to the rude shelter of the olj
i stables on the hill. He looked toward
it. Then for the second time that
night his heart almost stopped in
amazement; for lo! in the heavens
: over the distant stable hung a beau- j
j tiful star, a shining beacon to the \
birth-place of Christ. It had not been I
. a dream, the vision was real. He |
called to Samuel and his old shep-
herd friend, but they, too, had seen |
the star and were already on their
way toward it. He followed after
them, and for the second time that
day his feeble, twisted legs carr'eJ
him across the valley. He traversed
the town and reached the foot of the
hill.. His strength was almost gone, J
but he continued on. He reached
the corner of the stable and here,
his strength completely gone, he faint-
ed. Then it was that the first miracle
of the world's Redeemer took place.
The cripple awoke from his faint as
from a long night's sleep, completely
refreshed. He rose carefully to his
feet, but the care was unnecessary;
his legs, formerly twisted and feeble,
were now straight and strong. He
moved them wonderingly, they seemed
so strange to him. Were they really
his own, or would he wake in a mo-
ment and find them phantoms of a
dream. ?
part in contributing to the success
which the team has earned.
S. C. Juniors. St. Leo's.
Schmitt L. E. Brown
I McMullen S. T M. Mauley
Kzowski L,. G Young
T. Meade C. Moore
Marmont R. G De Maris
ShatUick R. T
_ Vasey
Shorrocli __ R. E. _ Bowen
Meade__ Q. - Smythe (Capt.)
McCarron (Capt.)R.H. _ Freshiem
Wayne .L. H __ Zender
O'Brien- F.__ Petrich
Substitutes: S. C. Juniors—Plajole
for Wayne; Pierce for McCarron;
Pond for McMullin__ Kaiser for
Schmidt; Pigot; ror O'Brien; Egan
for Marmont. St. Leo's—Billsborrow
for Bowen; Higgins for Zehnder; Gal-
lagher for De Maris.
THE SNOW-BIRD'S
SONG
j From out the foggy oak leaves
The summer birds have flown,
The boughs now hold no promise
For sunny days are gone;
With shimmering, silvery raiment
The woods emit no call:
Yet joyous snow-birds carol—
This is fall.
[ 'Tis now the foggy mistress
Amid the golden shade
j Outshines the brilliant snow-flakes
In all their brave parade.
And brings to us the tidings.
To all the world so dear,
That beauty still can linger
In autumn sere.
I ,
! Why dwell on thoughts of summer I
When fall is everywhere;
j When cool, but friendly breezes
Waft dew-drops from the air?
No clouds of grim tomorrow
Should o'er us cast a pall,
' As in our hearts we whisper
This is fall.
—Michael Monagle, '27.
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Milligan & Emt
sth Ave. N. at Roy and Taylor
COAL AND WOOD
Phones Garfield 0338 and 0339
P. J. Emt, Pres. Seattle, Wn.
*
in i, a
—
N
Ornameutal Iron, Wire. Brass and
flron/.e Work
Novelty Ornamental
Iron & Wire Works
Frank J. Seidelhuber, Prop.
Oflice an<l A\orks: 14.1 Dearborn St. •
Phone Deacon 00."><»—Seattle |
$
&
| Compliments m
| of A
| Peter Michael 1
I JEWELER A
(I 1422 Third Avenue M
':^ r^S
I Work and 1
| Save |
Do you want a Higher Education ? Do you |3
y want a business of your own some day? Would
you like to take a trip East or across the Ocean ! J|
$ There is a way you can accomplish one or a! 1 M
| Of these tilings.
-
WORK and SAVE! &
I Deposit your savings with the Oldest and M
| Largest Savings Bank in the Northwest, which IS
« for 34 years has always paid all withdrawals f|
& )>romptly. M
I Washington Mutual 1
| Savings Bank g
1 1 0 1 8 e c on (1 Ave 11 r > M
Established Resources is
| 35 Years Over *31,000.000.00 J|
OFFIC KltS
RAYMOND R. FRAZIEK. President $j|
W F. W. WEST, Vice President
{$ S. DARROW, Vice President jE?
ROLLIN SANFORD, Vice President
W HARRY SHELTON, Secretary ®|j|
ra WALTER J. WARD, Assistant Secretary .X?
tL HARRY G. BALDWIN, Assistant Secretary rjg
W HERBERT C. BRYANT, Assistant Secretary
